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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be two matrices with the same number of rows. The generalized 
QR factorization is a way to simultaneously transform these matrices to upper 
triangular form. We present perturbation bounds for this factorization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been an increasing interest [l, 51 in the 
generalized QR factorization (GQR factorization) introduced in [4]. This is a 
factorization that use orthogonal transformations that simultaneously trans- 
form A E R”x” and B E Rnxp to upper triangular form. If n > m and 
n < p, then the GQR factorization takes the form 
Q*A = [;I> (l.la) 
Q*BV= [0 S], (l.lb) 
where R is an upper triangular m X m matrix, S is an upper triangular 
n X n matrix, Q is an orthogonal m X m matrix, and V is an orthogonal 
p X p matrix. If n > p then (l.lb) is replaced by 
QTBV = 
[ 1 i1 = S, 2 (1.2) 
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where S, is an upper triangular p x p matrix. We also require that the 
diagonal elements in the upper triangular matrices be positive; otherwise the 
GQR factorization will not be unique. Examples of applications can be found 
in linear equality constrained least squares problems, in generalized linear 
regression models, and as a preprocessing step for the generalized singular 
value decomposition; for details see [l]. 
This paper presents perturbation bounds for S and V. As far as we know, 
nobody has derived perturbation bounds for S and V before. There already 
exist perturbation bounds for Q and R [6-81. For real matrices we have the 
follo&g bounds: 
IIAN F G a{[ K( A) + I]~(llA+]l~]]~Alle) 
IIAQIIF G ~~(~lA+1l~ll~Allz)ll~AIl~, 
where w is defined by 
1 1 
l}llAAll~, (1.3a) 
(1.3b) 
W(e) = -In 1-,, O<&<l, 
& (1.4) 
and the rest of the notation in (1.3) is explained in the end of this section. 
The bounds (1.3a) and (L3b) are proved in [7] and [8], respectively. In most 
parts of this paper we only consider real matrices. (One exception is Lemma 
2.1, which is stated for complex matrices.) There are three reasons for this 
restriction. The papers [l, 4, 53 only consider real matrices, the applications in 
[l] are for real matrices, and finally we have found sharper bounds for real 
matrices than for complex matrices. [The formulas (2.15) and (2.20), in 
Section 2, are not valid for complex matrices.] 
The main idea in the proofs is to use an integral technique that in the 
early nineties has been used to derive perturbation bounds for some of the 
most well-known matrix decompositions; see [2] and the references therein. 
For instance, (1.3a) and (1.3b) are derived with this integral technique. In 
Section 2 we consider the case n < p, and in Section 3 we consider the case 
n > p. We will use the following notation: I] * IIF denotes the Frobenius norm, 
]I * II2 denotes the matrix norm induced by the Euclidean vector norm, A+ 
denotes the pseudoinverse, K(A) denotes the condition number 11 A](2)] A+]]z, 
low(A) denotes the lower triangular (off-diagonal) part of A, diag (A) 
denotes the diagonal part of A, and up(A) denotes the upper triangular 
(off-diagonal) part of A. This implies that A = low(A) + diag( A) + up(A). 
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2. THE CASE n < p 
Before we consider the GQR factorization we will prove the following 
lemma. Later this lemma will help us to find sharp bounds when B is well 
conditioned. (In the case when B is ill conditioned we have found sharper 
bounds without using this lemma.) 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that E E C”x” is Hermitian and positive definite. 
Also ussurne that F E C n x n is skew-Hermitian. Then we have 
(2-l) 
Proof. Let E = QDQ H be the eigenvalue decomposition of E, where 
D = diag(h,, . . . , A,) and Q is orthogonal. Then we get 
lI~jy + EHFHllF < IIFQDQ” + QDQHFHII~ < IIQ”FQD + DQHFHQIl~. 
(2.2) 
Let F’ = Q”FQ, and let f;, be the (i,j> element of F. Then F’ will also be 
skew-Hermitian and hence 
< (max (hi - h,))‘llFII: = 
i.j 
(2.3) 
By combining (2.21, (2.31, and ll@llr = llFllF we get (2.1). n 
We will now consider the GQR factorization. It is known [7] that the Q 
and R parts in (l.la) are differentiable functions of A when rank A = m. 
Since the second part (I.Ib) of the GQR factorization is in fact an RQ 
factorization of QrB, it is also obvious that the S and V parts of (1.1) are 
differentiable functions of A and B when rank A = m and rank B = n. 
We will first find bounds for the differentials. What we in the following 
lemma mean, when we say IldSllF Q C(A, R)lldAI(F + D(A, B)lldBjlF were 
C and D are functions of A and B, is that for any differentiable parametriza- 
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tion A(t), B(t) we have 
(This is consistent with the meaning of a norm of a differential in [2,7].) Note 
that when B is well conditioned K(B)’ - 1 < 2~( B), and when B is ill 
conditioned 2~( B) < K(B)’ - 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that A E Rnx”’ with rank A = m and B E R”‘P 
with rank B = n, and m < n < p. Consider S and V in the GQR factoriza- 
tion as functions of the elements of A and B. Then we have the following 
bounds for the differentials: 
lldSllF < min( K( B)2 - 1,2K( B))IIA+~~~~~ BlizildAllF + &K( B)lldBIiF, 
(2.4a) 
lldv II F < 2j1A+1(2K( B)lldAllF + i’%IIB+llMBll~. (2.4b) 
Proof. From (l.lb) we get 
QTBBTQ = SST. (2.5) 
Differentiating (2.51, we get 
dS ST + SdST = dQT BBTQ + Q’dB BTQ + QTB dBTQ + QTBBT dQ 
= dQT QSST + SSTQT dQ + Q’dB V ;T 
[ 1 
+[0 S]VTdBTQ. (2.6) 
Hence 
s-l ds + dS?‘S-T = S-l(dSST + SdST)S-T 
= S-‘(dQT QSST + SSTQT dQ)S-T 
+ [ 0 Z]VT dBT QS-‘, (2.7) 
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which gives 
IIS-” dS + dSTKTIIF < IIS-'(dQTQSST + SSTQTdQ)S-TIl~ 
+ 211S-‘11211dBllF. (2.8) 
Differentiating Q“Q = I, we get 
dQ’Q + Q’dQ = 0; (2.9) 
hence dQ’Q is skew-Hermitian. It is obvious that SST is Hermitian and 
positive definite; hence we can apply Lemma 2.1 and get 
IIS-‘(dQT QSST + SSTQT dQ)SpTIIF 
1 
II( SST) -1112 
IldQllF 
< (IIS-lIl;IISll; - l)lldQIIF. (2.10) 
It is also obvious that 
IIS-l(dQT QSST + SSTQT dQ)S-TIIF = IIS-’ dQT QS + STQT dQ S-?‘IlF 
< 2llSll~lI~-‘ll~ll~QIl~; (2.11) 
hence 
IIS-‘(dQT QSST + SSTQT dQ)SeTIIF < min( /c( S)’ - 1,2K( S))lldQllF. 
(2.12) 
If K is an upper triangular matrix with real diagonal elements, then by [6] we 
have 
hence 
ImIKIIF =G IIK + KTIIFJ (2.13) 
IIS-’ dSllF < -&IS-‘ds + dS?‘SpTIIF. (2.14) 
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IldQll~ < d%4+IhlldAII~. (2.15) 
By combining IlSllz = llBll2, IIS-‘112 = IIB+llz, (2.8X (2.12), (2.14, (2.15), 
and IldSllF < IISll~llS-’ dSIIF, we get (2.4a). 
Differentiating [O S]Vr = QrB, we get 
[0 dS]VT + [0 S]dVT =dQTB + Q’dB. (2.16) 
Left-multiply with S-’ and right-multiply with V to get 
[0 Z]dVTV=S-ldQrBV+S-lQTdBV- [0 S-‘dS] (2.17) 
Since S-l dS is upper triangular, we get 
Illow(dVrV)II~ < IIS-‘IlAldQII~II~ll~ + IIS-‘ll~llQll&WI~ (2.18) 
Differentiating V TV = I, we get 
which implies that 
dVT V + VTdV = 0, (2.19) 
cliag(dVr V) = 0 
and 
up(dVr V) = -low(dVr V)‘, 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
and hence 
IldVIIF = lldVT VIIF = Illow(dVrv) + up(dVW)IIF 
= &Illow(dVr V)llF. (2.22) 
By combining (2.22), (2.181, IIS-’ = IIB+II2, and (2.15) we get (2.4b). n 
Lemma 2.2 can now be used to derive perturbation bounds for the GQR 
factorization in the case n < p. [The expression for y( B, AB), defined in 
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(2.26), may at first look complicated. It is an upper bound of min ( K( B(t))’ 
- l,zK(B(t)))/K(B(t)) for all B(t) in (2.27). Note that for ill-conditioned 
matrices B we get y( B,A B) = 2, and for well-conditioned matrices B we 
get y(B,AB) < 2.1 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that the matrix pair A and B, where A E Rnx”, 
B E R”‘P with m < n < p, rank A = m, and rank B = n, has the GQR 
factorization 
QTA= [;I, QTBV= [0 S], (2.23) 
where R and S are upper triangular and Q and V are orthogonal. Also 
assume that the perturbed matrix pair A + A A and B + A B has the GQR 
factorization 
(Q + AQ)‘( A + AA) = [R,,,], 
(Q + AQ)r(B + AB)(V+ AV) = [0 S + AS]. (2.24) 
Finally assume that max(llA A11211 A+II~,~IABII~II B’llz) < 1. Then the follow- 
ing inequalities are satisjed. 
IIASIIF G llA+lt2llBll2~( B) 
y( B, AB)(l + llWl2/llBll2)2 
1 - max(llAAll2llA+ll2, II~Bll2IIB+ll2) ‘1’ A”F 
&K(B) 
+ 1 - llB+ll2IlABll2 
IbBll~, (2.25a) 
IIAVIIF G 2llA+llz~(B) 
1 + IIA B112/llBll2 
1 - max(llAAll2llA+112, ll~Bll2llB+ll2) 
IIAAIIF 
+~IIB+ll2w(llB+ll2ll~Bll2)ll~W~, (2.25b) 
where w is defined by (1.4) and 
y( B, AB) = min 
(llBll2 + llABl12)2 - (1/IIB+ll2 - llW12)2 ,2 
(llB112 + llW12)(1/11B+112 - IIWl2) . 
(2.26) 
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Proof. We will use Lemma 2.2 and integral techniques [2] to derive 
(2.25). Let 
A(t) =A + tAA, B(t) = B + tAB, o<t<1. (2.27) 
Then the matrix pair A(t), B(t), has the GQR factorization 
Q(t)TA(t) = “b”’ , 
[ 1 Q(t)TB(t)V(t) = [O S(t)]. (2.28) 
In particular S(0) = S and S(1) = S + AS. Hence, we get from (2.4a) the 
inequality 
IIASIIF = IIs - s(O)ll, =l~~ldS(t)l~F < /o’ll~S(t)ll, 
(2.29) 
where a,.(t) is the smallest singular value of A(t), and a,,(t) and a,,(t) 
are the largest and smallest singular values of B(t), respectively. Let vi,(O) 
= Cr. ) i = 1, m, n, J = A, B. From a well-known inequality for singular 
vah& [3, p. 4281 we have 
Thus 
c&,,(t) < an, - tllABllz. (2.30) 
2uIB(t) 
‘+lBct) G Y( B, AB) 
hB + tllABll,)2 
’ %Btt) 
u,B _ tllA~II 
2 
(2.31) 
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and hence 
(%I 
IIASIIF G Y( B, AB)llAAll~/o~ cu B _ illAi~~~‘~Rll~~~llAAll,~ ,A 
n ??tA 
(2.32) 
The first of these integrals can be bounded by 
/ 
1 (5, + tll~~ll~)2 
o (unB - tllABll,)(q”, - tllAAlle) dt ’ 
(2.33) 
(5, + llWl$ 
/ 
1 1 
dt 
%B amA o (1 - tllABilz/C,,& - tib&/a;,A) 
where 
/ 
1 1 
,, (1 - tllA&/Vn& - tllAAllz/qw,) dt 
/ 
1 1 
’ o (1 - t rnax(ilABiiz/$B, IIAA~I~/u;~A))~ 
dt 
1 
= 1 - max(llABllz/~B, IIAAIIz/~t~)) ’ (2.34) 
For the second integral in (2.32) we have 
/ 
I (TIB + tlbBllz 
o fin, - tllABlls 
dt=(z+l)w(e) -1~ unBa;;Bll,. 
(2.35) 
By combining ulA = IlAb,, urn, = l/lIAtllz, (TIB = 11B112, anB = 1/tIB+il2, 
(2.32), (2.33), (2.34), and (2.351, we get (2.25a). 
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Similarly we get 
IIAVII, f 2llAAlI~/’ 
UlB + tllABllz 
o (%I - ~llWl,)(qn, - tllAAllz) dt 
+fillA~IIFjol (T B _ :,,,,,, &. 
n 2 
(2.36) 
The first of these integrals can be bounded by 
/ 
1 @lB + tllA~L) 
o (m& - ~llABllz)(~,, - tllAAlla) dt 
g1B + IlABIle 
/ 
1 1 
< 
anBgmA 0 (1 - tljABll~/~,B)(l - tllAAlld~mA) dt* (2’37) 
The second integral in (2.36) is 
/ 
1 1 
o cn;ls - tllABll, 
dt = ~(IlA~lld~~) 
CT IlB 
(2.38) 
By combining alA = lIAll2, a,, = l/llA+llz, g]B + IIBllz, a,, = 1/llB+llz, 
(2.361, (2.371, (2.341, and (2.38), we get (2.25b). n 
REMARK. It is possible to get a bit sharper bounds by evaluating the 
integrals in (2.32) and (2.36) exactly. However, the exact expressions for these 
integrals will be greater than the first order terms in (2.25) [for instance, if we 
evaluate (2.32) exactly, we et something greater than 
y(B, AB)(JA+llzllBl12~(B>lIAAIl~ + $ 2 ~(B)llABllFl, and the exact expres- 
sions are so complicated that they are useless in practice. 
The bounds in Theorem 2.3 are only valid for real matrices. However, it is 
possible to construct a GQR factorization for complex matrices. It is possible 
to derive perturbation bounds in this complex case if, instead of (2.15), we 
use 
IldQllF < (1 + ~)IIA+llzlldAll, (2.39) 
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from [7] to get a bound of lldSll F, and instead of (2.15) and (2.18>-(2.22) use 
(2.39), (2.81, and (2.14) to get a bound of IldVllF from (2.17). However, the 
final bounds will be less sharp. Since we don’t know any practical application 
of these results, we omit the details here. 
3. THE CASE IZ > p 
This case is more difficult, since S is not invertible. Here a sufficient and 
necessary condition for the differentiability is that rank A = m and S, is 
nonsingular. We get the following bounds for the differentials: 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that A E Rnx” with rank A = n, and B E Rnxp 
with n > p and n > m. Consider S and V in the GQR factorization as 
functions of the elements of A and B. Assume that S, is nonsingular. Then we 
have the following bounds for the di;fferentials: 
+fiK( S~)lldBIi~, (3.la) 
IldSllF < ~lIA+ll~IIBll~ll~~II~ + IldBllF + IIBllzlldVII~> 
IldVIIF < 211A+ll~llB11~~l~~111~~ld~l~~ + ~II~,lll~lldBII~. 
(3.lb) 
(3.lc) 
Proof. From (1.2) we get 
Q?‘BB’Q = SST. (3.2) 
Differentiating (3.2), we get, similarly to (2.6), 
dS ST + SdS?’ = dQT QSST + SSTQT dQ + Q’dB VST + SVT dBT Q. 
(3.3) 
Let 
s+= [o s,‘]; (3.4 
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then s+ S = 1, while Ss+ # I (we will avoid the notation S+, since this is not 
the pseudoinverse; for instance IISs+112 > 1) and 
s,l dS, + dS,T SIT 
= S’ dS + dS’.(S+)r = S+(dSF + SdS’.)(~+j 
= s+(dQ’ QSST + SSTQT dQ + Q’ dB VST + SVT dBT Q)( i’)“. 
(3.5) 
Similarly to (2.9)-(2.12), we get 
IIi+(dQTQSST + SSTQ”dQ)(S+)TII, 
A), ~lls’,llSll~) IldQll,, (3.6) 
which combined with (3.5) gives 
IIS,ldS, + dS,TS,TIIF 
. . . ..(.i+ll~(llSll- A). -+ 211s IlzllSllz IldQllF + 2ll~+ll~lldBll~. (3.7) ) 
Similarly to (2.13)-(2.14) we get 
11s;’ dS,IIF < -$IS,’ dS, + ds; S,%. 
G 
(3.8) 
By combining (3.71, (3.81, IIdS, II F , < IlS,llzllS,’ dS,llF, Ili’ll, = llS~%> IlSlln 
= IIBllz, IIS+llz = II B+llz, and (2.15) we get (3.la). 
Differentiating SVT = QTB we get 
dSV?‘ + SdVT = dQT B + QTdB. 
Left-multiply by S+ and right-multiply by V to get 
(3.9) 
dVT V = 2’ dQT BV + S’Q’dBV - S,‘dS,. (3.10) 
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Since S,l dS, is upper triangular, we get 
Illow(dVr v)ll, 6 IIS,lll~lldQII~llBll~ + IIS,‘llzlld~II~. (3.11) 
Also in this case dVT V satisfies the equations (2.19)-(2.22); hence we can 
use (2.22). By combining (2.22), (3.11), and (2.15) we get (3.1~). 
From (3.9) we also get 
IldSllF < lldQll~llBllz + IldBllF + IISll~lldVII~. (3.12) 
By combining (3.12), IlSlln = IlBII2, and (2.15) we get (3.lb). n 
Lemma 3.1 will now be used to derive perturbation bounds for the GQR 
factorization in the case n > p. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the matrix pair A and B where A E Rnxm, 
B E Rnx p with m < n and n > p has the GQR factorization 
QTA= [;I, Q?‘BV= ;; =S, 
[ I 
(3.13) 
where R and S, are upper triangular, Q and V are orthogonal, rank A = m, 
and S, is nonsingular. Also assume that the perturbed matrix pair A + A A 
and B + A B has the GQR factorization 
(Q + AQ)‘( A + AA) = [R +9A’], 
(3.14) 
(Q + AQ)“( B + AB)(V + AV) = 
i 1 ;r 1;;; = S + AS. 2 2 
Assume that lIAAl1211A+l12 < 1. Let 
c = y( B, AB, ~2, AS~)llA+ll~llBll~~(S2) 1 _ Il~All~1lA+lI lIAA’lF 
2 
+&c( S,)llABll~, (3.15a) 
D = ~llA+llzl~B~1~ 1 _ llAAll ’ $- ‘IA B112’11 B1 2 ((A A(IF + ((A B(lF, IIA+Il (3.15b) 
2 2 
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where 
= min 
IlS,‘ll2[(llBll2 + llAB112)2 - (1/IIB+112 - llABl12)2] 
(1 - IIS~111211~S2112)(llB112 + IlABll2) 
,2 
(3.16a) 
if IIS312ll~S2112 < 1 and IIAB11211Bfllz < 1: otherwise 
y( B, AB, S,,AS,) = 2. (3.16b) 
Finally assum that CIIS,1112 < a/4. Th en the following inequalities are 
satisfied: 
2c 
llAS,ll~ 6 < 2C, (3.17a) 
1 + 1 - 2mIIs~1112 
llASllF < D + llBll~( 1 + s)llAVll~> (3.17b) 
IIAV II F Q ~Dlls,‘1120(2cIIs,‘112)~ (3.17c) 
where w is defined by (1.4). 
Proof. Let 
A(t) = A + tAA, B(t) = B + t AB, o<t<1. (3.18) 
Then the matrix pair A(t), B(t), has the generalized QR factorization 
Q(t)TA(t) = “‘0”) , [ 1 Q(t)‘B(t)V(t) = = s(t). (3.19) 
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Let a,(t) and a,(t) denote the largest and smallest singular value of S,(t), 
respectively. Then 
ffdt) 
K&(t)) = - a,(O) + I+) - 49 
mp(t> G a,(O) - IQ) - up(O)1 
ffl(O) 
G up(O) - [al(t) - CT,(O)1 - IuJt) - ap(O (3-20) 
From the Wielandt-Hoffman inequality [3, p. 4291 we have 
lgl(t) - a,(o)l’ + b..(t) - ap( < IlAs,(t>ll”,, (3.21) 
where A S,(t) = S,(t) - S,. This implies that 
lo-,(t) - a,(o)1 + Imp(t) - up(O)1 < tillAs,(t)ll,. (3.22) 
By combining (3.201, (3.221, IIS,llz = a,(O), and IIS~lllz = l/up(O) we get 
K(W)) 6 
K(h) 
1 - ~llAS,(t)ll,llS,‘ll~ ’ 
(3.23) 
From (3.la), 
1 
’ 
a IIqt>llz IlB(t)+ 11; 
(3.24) 
and (3.23) it is obvious that IlAS,(t)ll F < x(t), where x(t) is the solution of 
the following differential equation: 
dx c 
-= 
dt 1 - vmls,‘ll2 
x(0) = 0, (3.25) 
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when 0 < t < 1. This differential equation has the solution 
2ct 
x(t) = 
1 + 2fiCIIs,lll,t 
< 2ct, 
1 + 
(3.26) 
and hence IlAS,llr has the bound (3.17a). 
The bounds (3.17b, c) will be derived by the same integral technique as in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3. We use (3.1~) and (3.23) and get 
IlAvll~ G 
j 0 
llldv(t)ll, < ~~j111S,‘(t)l12 dt 
0 
G&D ’ 
/ 
IIS,‘ll2 
o 1 - IIAS2(t)l1211S,1112 
dt 
< fiDilS,‘llzjol 1 _ 2c;ls_lll t dt = ~DlIS,‘ll2~(2CllS,‘l~2)~ 
2 2 
(3.27) 
which is (3.17~). We use (3.lb) and (2.30) and get 
IIASIIF < 
j 
‘lldS( t)llF 
0 
<a 
/ 
1 ulB + tllABll2 
0 %I - tllAAll2 
dt + /IlldB(t)llF 
0 
+(llBll2 + IlW12)~111~v(t)ll~. (3.28) 
The first integral in (3.28) is 
J 
1 (~1s + tllABll2 
o am, - tllAAll2 
+,(~)-I]~+w(~)~ 
gl’lB + IIABll2 
< 
CT mA - IlAAll2 . 
Since urB = ll~ll~ and cm;nA = l/IIA+ll2 we have 
a UlB + IlABll2 
mA - IbAll 
+ 
/ 
‘IldBIlF = D. 
CT o 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
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By combining (3.28), (3.29), (3.30), and J,‘l]&‘(t)l]r = ](AV ]jF we get (3.17b). 
n 
The bounds in Theorem 3.2 have the disadvantage that 7 is a function of 
AS, and hence the bounds are implicit. However, note that if we select y too 
large we get rough bounds. We can always use y = 2 in (3.15a) and (3.17a) to 
get a rough bound of IIASzl]~ < ]IASzllF. This bound of jIASzl]s can be 
inserted in (3.16) to get a bound of 7, which may be less than 2. This “new 
y” can be inserted in (3.15a) and (3.17). In this way we can iteratively get 
sharper and sharper bounds. In the proof it is only necessary that y be so 
large that (3.24) is satisfied. 
We can also make remarks of the same kind as at the end of Section 2. 
Also here it is possible to derive bounds in the complex case that are less 
sharp, and presumably without any practical value. It is also possible to 
evaluate more complicated integrals and differential equations and get a bit 
sharper but significantly more complicated bounds. However, there is scarcely 
anybody who is interested in bounds that are a bit sharper than the bounds 
(3.17), but more complicated. The bounds (3.17) are in fact so complicated 
that the practical value of them is limited. Presumably, the major interest in 
this section, and perhaps also Section 2, is that it is possible to construct 
perturbation bounds for the GQR factorization in both the case n > p and 
the case n < p. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We will here give two small and simple examples to illustrate the bounds. 
In these selected examples we have found the GQR factorization to be most 
sensitive to perturbations. In many cases [for instance, if we swap the 
diagonal elements in (4.Ia)] the bounds in this paper are clear overestimates. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 
We consider an example with m = n = 2 and compare the exact GQR 
decomposition with the bounds in Theorem 2.3. Let 
AA= 
B= 1 0 [ 1 0 b’ 
(4.la) 
(4.lb) 
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Where 0 < a < 1, 0 < b < 1, and the perturbations are small: mad&,, &b) 
< min(a, b) and E, > 0 and Ed > 0. It is obvious that for the unperturbed 
problem 
Q=V=l, R =A, S = B, (4.2) 
in (1.1). The perturbed problem has the GQR factorization (2.24) where 
Q+AQ= (4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
1 ab 
V+AV= 
- 6, - acb 
( ab)2 + (E, + aqJ2 Co + ‘&b 1 ab ’ (4.3c) 
1 
S+AS= 
dm ( ab)2 + (E, + aE$ 
a’b + &fb -a(1 - b2)c, - a2cb + 8,“~~ + a.c,ci 
X 
0 ( ab)2 + (E, + aC?$ 
1 
1’ 
(4.3d) 
There are two ways to use (4.3) in comparisons with the bounds (2.25). The 
simplest way is to select different numerical values of a, b, c,, and &b, and 
make comparisons only for these values. For instance, if we select a = b = 0.8 
and &,, = &b = 0.01 then we get the exact values 
((AVIIF = 0.02812, JJASljF = 0.01812, (4.4) 
and the bounds (2.25) are 
IIAVIIF < 0.04975, IIASIIF < 0.02591. (4.5) 
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However, it is more interesting to compare the first order terms in the 
correct values of the norms and the bounds. From (4.3~) and (4.2) we 
calculate 
IIAVIIF = p+y--$i + 3 C413) 
Since IIA+112 = l/a, IIB+l12 = l/b, K(B) = l/b, and IlBllz = 1, the in- 
equality (2.25b) takes the form 
IlAv II (4.7) 
Two dimensional Taylor expansion of (4.6) gives 
IIAVIIF = &s + fi$ + O(& E;), (4.8) 
where O( c,“, E;) denotes higher order terms in E, and &b. The correspond- 
ing expansion of the right-hand side of (4.7) gives 
lbv II F < 25 + ti$ + o(&,f, &;). (4.9) 
For the S part [given by (4.3d)l th e corresponding Taylor expansion of the 
exact norm gives 
1-b’ 
IIASIIF = T&” + 7 + 0(&i, Ei), (4.10) 
and for the bound (2.25a) the Taylor expansion gives 
EXAMPLE 4.2. In this example (4.la) is unchanged, but (4.Ib) is replaced 
bY 
0 
AB = 
-&b/a 
- Eb/fi 1 0 . (4.12) 
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In this example (4.9) and (4.11) are unchanged. The first order expression 
(4.8) is replaced by 
(4.13) 
and (4.10) is replaced by 
(4.14) 
Note the similarity in the .sh terms of (4.8) and (4.9), and the similarity of the 
Ed terms of (4.14) and (4.11), when b = 1. When we compare the E, terms 
of (4.8) and (4.13) with the bound (4.9), we find out that a factor fi has been 
lost. This factor is lost in the inequality (2.18) in both examples. When we 
compare the E, terms of (4.14) and (4.10) with the bound (4.91, we can see 
that a factor approximately equal to 2 is lost when b is small (that is, when B 
is ill conditioned), and a factor l/b is lost when b is close to 1 (that is when 
B is well conditioned). These factors have been lost in the inequality (2.12). 
However, we cannot see any general way to derive bounds for dS and dV 
without losing accuracy in the dA terms. 
Note that Lemma 2.1 has helped us to get sharp bounds of S when B is 
well conditioned. For instance if B = I, A B = 0, then it is easy to verify that 
S is unchanged (AS = 0) by any perturbation A A in the A part. In this case 
the bound (2.25a) is zero. 
Perhaps it is possible to prove sharper bounds than the bounds in this 
paper. However, in this section we have seen that there exist examples where 
it is impossible to get any large improvements. 
Z would like to thank Per Lindstriim and the referee, who have given me 
comments on the first versions of the manuscript. 
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